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It gives us great pleasure to invite RF1 investors, our adviser partners and interested parties to join 
Philip King, Co-Founder of Regal Funds, for an RF1 Investor Update and Q&A Webinar at 12pm on 

Friday 20th October (AEDT). 
 

REGISTER  

Accompanied by Brendan O’Connor, CEO of Regal Partners, and senior members of the Regal investment team, Philip will 
share his insights on the current investing environment and where RF1 is finding opportunities across its diverse range of 
alternative investment strategies. In addition, Phil and the team will expand on a number of opportunities and challenges 
currently facing investors and corporates in the ‘new’ world of structurally higher interest rates. 

Joining Philip will be Regal Private Credit Portfolio Manager Jacob Poke, who will highlight the increasingly attractive 
opportunity set for lenders in the current environment, and where Regal’s private credit strategy is currently finding 
opportunities to generate equity-like returns from within the credit spectrum. 

Regal Resources Royalties Portfolio Manager Simon Klimt will also join to highlight the opportunity set in the origination and 
purchase of resource royalties, including the potential addition of two new Canadian royalty investments to the portfolio. 

Additionally, Regal Emerging Companies Portfolio Manager Jessica Farr-Jones will discuss her outlook for key positions in the 
Emerging Companies strategy and expected outlook for companies seeking funding from the pre-IPO market.   

EVENT DETAILS 

Date: Friday 20th October 2023 
Time: 12pm (AEDT) 
Duration: Approx. 60 minutes 
Register 
 
We encourage investors to submit questions in advance via the registration page. 
 
CONTACT 

Should you have any queries relating to your investment in RF1 we recommend contacting Link Market Services, as Registry 
provider for the Fund: 
P: 1800 221 227 
E: regalfund@linkmarketservices.com.au 
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